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Our Aim:
A repeatable process, anyone can follow, to establish the aviation safety risk, caused by wildlife

The challenge for everyone

… the other challenge for some

STRIKE RISK RATING – it’s Apples and Oranges

… but which apple ?

… so, what’s the problem ?

…well, the Apple is actually a Potato…

What is the risk and who carries it ?
risk
UK/
UK/diː
diːˈ/rɪsk/
ˈ/rɪsk/ US/ diː ˈ/rɪsk/
noun / verb

1. The
Thepredicted
predictedconsequences
consequencesororoutcomes
outcomesofofa ahazard;
hazard;often
often
expressed as a probability and severity of the realization of the hazard

hazard

UK/ diː ˈ/hæz.əd/

US/ diː ˈ/hæz.ɚd/

noun / verb

1. A condition or an object with the potential to cause or
contribute to an aircraft incident or accident.
Risk owner

A person or entity with the accountability and authority to manage a risk.
Where the 'control owner' and the 'treatment owner' are different, the risk owner has accountability
to ensure that the treatment plan is implemented.
(source: various business/risk/security)

Aviation Safety Risk - ICAO Doc 9137
a)

a hazard is a condition or object with the potential to cause or contribute to
an aircraft incident or accident.

In our context, a hazard is the presence of certain wildlife on or near an
aerodrome; and
b)

a safety risk is the predicted probability and severity of the consequences or
outcomes of a hazard.
In our context, safety risk is the probability of a wildlife strike involving a
particular species multiplied by the severity of damage to the aircraft
that might reasonably occur.

safety risk = (probability of a strike) × (severity of damage caused)

Risk Matrix Comparison

Safety Management Manual

Airport Services Manual

Safety Risk-Management Decision Aid
(from ICAO Doc 9859 SMM)

… but …
risk-based decision making
=/
risk assessment

Guiding Principles
The goal of the RAWG’s
white paper is to
challenge the thought
that wildlife strikes are a
given.

It is not an
uncontrollable event
and can be influenced
and managed by a
holistic approach.

It is not the sole
responsibility of one
organisation or domain
but of all stakeholders

1-foundational principle and 2-key things:
PRINCIPLE:
to achieve a different outcome,
you must try something different

… so what does that mean…
 must objectively consider where we risk-manage
 must objectively consider who must be involved & how

Objective
Wildlife strikes occur when an animal and an aircraft are at the same point in space
at the same time.
The consequence of a strike is usually deadly for the animal involved.
On the aviation side of things, costs, damage and, in the worst case, hull loss result.

The Objective
is to prevent &/or reduce wildlife and aircraft
occurring in the critical airspace at the same time.

Holistic Approach
Traditional approaches to wildlife hazard risk management in aviation have focused on the airport,
targeting at habitat management, exclusion and deterring of wildlife from the airport grounds
(ICAO 9137, ACRP Report 145).

However, the likelihood of wildlife strikes in general and damaging strikes is increased up to an
altitude of 3,000 ft and as such in arrival and departure corridors of conventional fixed-wing
operations and flight corridors of rotorcraft, general aviation and, in the future, Urban Air Mobility
(UAM) operations
(Dolbeer annual report, Dolbeer altitude-strikes, Dolbeer altitude-damaging).
Wildlife strikes are not limited to the airport and, as decades of data collection show, are foreseeable
events.
Therefore, a holistic approach to perform wildlife hazard management in the
entire critical airspace involving all aviation stakeholders is required.

Risk Assessment - What Is Needed?
Risk needs to be assessed by appropriate persons

 in a simplified, repeatable way
 using verified, quantitative data, and

 by using affordable resources and equipment (e.g. avian radar,
GPS Tracking).
Acknowledge the ‘damage severity rating’ is different for every type of aircraft and
each different species

The Three Steps


Threat Identification



Strategic Management



Tactical Management

Identify Threats
Identify

the threats to Aviation from wildlife.

Identify

type of wildlife that enters critical airspace and when. Need to consider
diurnal, nocturnal and seasonal variations; wildlife routes and flight paths.

Identify

type of aircraft and when they enter critical airspace.

Identify

attractants to wildlife. Water sources, grasses, insects etc.

The Six Questions and Answers
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Where ?
Our Progress to date on the ‘Where’
Consensus:
To support this:
• We need to define the conflict zones i.e. the critical airspace that need to be
protected.
• We need to separate out the areas:
• The areas which needs to be protected i.e. the critical airspace
• The areas which need to be monitored for factors influencing wildlife occurrence
levels within the critical airspace.
There is a lack of understanding within and outside our industry about the difference
between areas which need to be protected and those which need to be monitored.

Critical Airspace
Parameters will depend on the type of operation:


Schedule Air-transport service (Fixed Wing) - use the Obstacle
Limitation Surfaces



General Aviation - the visual circuit area



Helicopters - 1.5 km/Low-level corridors



E-VTOL - UAM corridors

Critical Airspace
Critical Airspace

‘Point in Space’
approach procedure with a
‘PROCEED VFR’ instruction
height above surface (has)
diagram

Critical airspace is the area which needs to be protected

Schedule air-transport (RPT) using the OLS

GA - Visual Circuit Area

UAM Corridors

The RA sub-group Model

…but these are not a rigid demarcation lines (think migratory birds)
John Weller=“Jurisdiction+ Influence”

Risk Management vs Risk Assessment

Stakeholders and their Responsibilities


State / Civil Aviation Authorities



Aircraft Operators & Pilots



ANSP & Air Traffic Controllers



Aerodromes/Heliports Designers & Operators



Engineers and Ground Staff



Aircraft Manufacturers



Governments (National, State and Local) - Town Planning

State / Civil Aviation Authorities

Air Operator
1. Education and Training
2. Information and SOPs

https://skybrary.aero/articles/operatorschecklist-bird-strike-hazard-management

Information for Pilot Risk Assessment
 AIP/ERSA (as transposed into [Jeppesen] charts)
 NOTAM
 BIRDTAM

 HEAT MAPS
 ATIS
 ATC
Displayed on EFB
Apply SOPs !

Air Traffic Control
Provide alerts based on:

• Information from airport wildlife team (ASOs)
• Observations from Tower
• Relay PIREPs
• Real-time information from automated sources
• Use standard terminology and phraseology

ATC have a vital role in passing on
information to crews. It is imperative that
this information is relayed in real-time, as
far as possible.

Airports: Design and Planning
Avoid locating airports where wildlife will be attracted:
• Migratory Routes
• Estuaries
Avoid buildings and vegetation that attract wildlife
• Building design

• Vegetation Species
• IVM Grasses

Airport Operations
Strategic
Wildlife Hazard Management Plan
 The aerodrome and the stakeholders need to cooperate to
identify the species and the risks associated with them. This will
lead to mitigation measures as well as providing the species that
can or will be present on a seasonal or permanent basis. This
information can then be published in the AIP to provide a headsup to operators and pilots.
Wildlife Committee
 The Wildlife Committee should be there to monitor how the
WHMP is working in practice. An increase in strikes and/or a new
species should not only drive additional mitigation measures, but
also information to the operators and pilots.
AIP/ERSA Entries
 The AIP entries need to be informative. Birds in the Vicinity is of
little help. Detailed permanent and seasonal variations can be
used by operators and pilots for planning purposes.

Tactical
NOTAMS
 Whilst NOTAMS have issues and hopefully will become more
useful friendly, they can confirm that that the AIP/ERSA entries
are taking place eg. This migratory species has arrived.
BIRDTAMS
 BIRDTAMS are even better as they give information (often
pictorial) on the species as well as confirming that they are
present.
Heat Maps
 Like BIRDTAMS, heat maps provide detailed information as to
which species are present on the aerodrome and their location
Communications
 Live Communications to & from ATC and/or aircraft

Based on this information, operators and crews can make risk-based decisions regarding
mitigation measures, if required, eg. Carrying extra fuel as they would for adverse weather.

Manufacturers and State of Design Certification Standards

Engine Bird Ingestion Test=2-4 kgs

Windshield Certification Standards= 0.9-2kg

Local Authorities-a Due-diligence view of
Risk Management

The Importance of Wildlife 'Resources'
Consensus:
Important to understand how wildlife 'resources' (e.g. roosting / feeding sites) influence strike risk levels,
where they are occurring and priority of action required/recommended.

By changing
wildlife
“resources” the
geometrics of
wildlife movement
paths can be
changed

... Thereby
reducing likely
occurrence
rates and
trends within
critical airspace

... Thereby
reducing strike
risk ratings

Measures discussed at this Forum
 Species Identification-use of science
 IVM Grass
 Machine Learning

 Alert Algorithms/Avian or WX RADAR)
 Airport Design
 SOPs (AHAS/BAM) and Pilot Training

 AAWHG Recommended Practices
 Education and Training for Pilots
 Information and SOPs-Operators

 Engagement/Planning schemes with local
authorities and other external
stakeholders

Case study to test the risk assessment process
Sub working group is using Eindhoven Airport as initial case study “run” the process.
This is because there is a lot of accessible data to inform the process (sufficient data is
vital)
Currently producing 3D models of critical airspace for Eindhoven Airport based
on regular flight paths for aircraft landing and departing.
Will later develop a process model for airports with less available data / less
sophisticated (less expensive) technology

Bird (Avian) Radar
Eindhoven
Bird Hot Spots

Need for Awareness and Understanding
An Initial Conclusion ........... more will be added to this list
• Once we have achieved agreed a standardised risk assessment process:
• It will be important to increase awareness among key stakeholders and accountable authorities.
• The paper will need to:

• Contain an easy-to-understand justification
• List the key benefits to be gained:
• aviation safety,
• commercial,
• social well- being, and
• environmental

Responsibility

==

Accountability

PRINCIPLE:
to achieve a different outcome,
you must try something different

 must objectively consider where we risk-manage
 must objectively consider who must be involved & how

Shared Responsibility = Shared Outcome

… a shared responsibility = a shared outcome …
… ALL STATIONS
beep
expect a 5min delay
TWR
bats observed to
the west

ROGER
bats to the west…

beep

due bats…
beep

BANG
ROGER

WOW…
this new grass
REALLY doesn’t
attract birds…

you're new
ETD 1022

… request departure
to east due bats…

TWR, large
flock of birds
observed
upwind

THANKYOU!

